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Only the Lonely
We say the sea is lonely; better say
Ourselves are lonesome creatures whom the sea
Gives neither yes or no for company
— William Meredith, “The Open Sea,” in The Open Sea and
Other Poems
In 1968, nine men embarked from London on the first solo,
nonstop, round-the-world yacht race. Each hoped to become
the first person to circumnavigate the earth uninterrupted. The
voyage would require each to sail alone at sea for almost a year,
crossing the oceans’ most treacherous waters. The journey was
so dangerous, in fact, that seven of the men shipwrecked or
abandoned the race before finishing. The remaining two were
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Robert Knox-Johnston and Donald Crowhurst. Knox-Johnston

mercurial will of the sea, but their minds are turned over to

won the race: he was the first and only man to return to

the mercies and horrors of itself. . . . All the waves and wind in

London, for which he was lauded, was knighted, and secured

the seven seas contain not the power and horror of the dark

a place in nautical history. The other man, Crowhurst, was the

corners of the human mind.”1 No wonder, then, that passages in

last at sea. A relative amateur, he had staked everything on the

[sic] read like the increasingly delirious babble of Crowhurst.

race. Yet after a series of problems at the outset, he attempted

Even the victorious sailor Knox-Johnston remarked that

to fake the voyage. He spent months hiding off the coast of

“anyone who goes to sea and says they do not feel fear is a liar.”2

Brazil, making no radio contact, circling, falsifying coordinates,

Landers set his stakes between the fates of the two sailors:

and scribbling ever more incoherent entries into his logbooks—

either write the epic and go down in literary history, securing

poetry, philosophy, ramblings, and outright madness. In the

immortality and unquestionable selfhood, or else fail and

end, as his plans splintered and the certainty of discovery

bring shame upon family, leaving behind only the logbook of a

and disgrace became clear, he threw himself into the sea,

madman who threw himself into the depths.

succumbing to the swells of an indifferent ocean.
In 1993, Sean Landers embarked on a parallel voyage

Solo circumnavigation is not an arbitrary metaphor.
The idea of artist as lone sailor is one of the most central

in writing his novel [sic]. He, too, set out to cross an epic

symbols throughout Landers’s work, invoked both literally

geography of space—one thousand blank and landless pages—

and allegorically from the earliest works ([sic], Sea[sic], 36

on a voyage that would consume his life for just over a year,

Hours, Worry Wart, Alone) to the paintings of his forthcoming

roughly the timeline of the 1968–69 circumnavigation. Much
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like Crowhurst, Landers embarked as an amateur driven

(where Landers qua sailor returns to the helm, much as

by dreams of fame, glory, and money, but more deeply by a

Knox-Johnston did, to circumnavigate the earth again as

primal urge toward selfhood. And Landers, too, staked family,

an older man). Perhaps the most moving of all these works

reputation, and honor on the achievement. Yet sheer intention

is the 1996 painting Alone. The painting, invoking Édouard

cannot guarantee success when crossing an unpredictable

Manet’s Rochefort’s Escape, depicts a diminutive clown in an

void such as the sea, and in many ways [sic] would prove to

insufficient rowboat, alone on a formidable sea—seemingly so

be a journey as dangerous as Crowhurst’s. Just like a solo

hopeless, but embodying what Samuel Beckett wrote of life,

sail around the earth, to write [sic] was to float through one

“You must go on, I can’t go on, I’ll go on.”3 So, too, the clown; so,

thousand pages of undulating, shark-infested uncertainty with

too, Landers; so, too, each of us. Landers describes the mind-

only the caged tiger of the human mind as company. Or, as

set of such a clown further in the text painting Sea[sic], which

Landers put it in the painting Sea[sic], “when one commits to

imagines a solo circumnavigation and literalizes the metaphor

[a solo circumnavigation] they not only put their lives into the

between sea and [sic]:
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You are buoyant and you drift in the current of the wind.

empty spaces to sail around in, fill, and conquer. As Landers

You see, you think, you are a soul in the shifting winds

wrote in Daily Reminder 1991, a precursor to [sic], “I see the

of limbo. The only voices to be heard are those of your

words and the empty lines and I realize it doesn’t matter what

mind. You realize that your mind never really forgot

fills them. It only matters that I pass through them, as each page

anything you ever saw and heard. There in the watery

represents a day, each word a thought, it simply states that I was

desert with nothing new to look at day after day, your

here, then, now, alive and thinking.”5 Each of these works is a

mind supplies you with everything you ever did see,

conceptual constraint to cross a fixed geographic or temporal

every sentence you ever heard uttered. . . . You think

plane. Once afloat, the passage is a performance; Landers turns

that you are alive but you have difficulty proving it to

himself over to the sea, shares the outcomes with the fates, and

yourself. This is when you begin talking to yourself. You

leaves the finished artworks as records of these crossings.

talk to yourself so much that you realize that you are

Even the image paintings, seemingly so silent in comparison

sitting down listening with rapt attention to yourself

to the text works, stand as accounts of these conceptual

who is standing up and going on and on about the most

crossings. As Bernard Moitessier, one of the other seven sailors

interesting damn thing you ever heard, and to this day

in the round-the-world race, wrote, “My real log is written in

you cannot replicate that monologue as you promised

the sea and sky; the sails talking with the rain and the stars amid

yourself you would. There on deck, in the middle of the

the sounds of the sea, the silences full of secret things between

Indian Ocean, you thought as you listened to yourself

my boat and me, like the times I spent as a child listening to the

how this would be the most compelling book ever

forest talk.”6 How unsurprising, then, that Landers’s first text-

written and that you must convince the fine fellow to

less image paintings were of the sea. Devoid of words, yet still

put his elegant words down on paper.

real logs of epiphanous silences, indescribable events, language

4

failures, and secret things. None of these works are diaries,
And so he did in [sic], which stands as the first

autobiographies, or self-portraits, as is often misunderstood.

circumnavigation of oceans that Landers would cross many

They are logs—records in real time of specific crossings with

times in subsequent voyages. Yet Landers was not the first

defined boundaries. In the aggregate, these early works amount

artist to see a metaphor for art, creation, and life in solo

to a black box of Landers’s first journeys as an artist, voyages

sailing. In 1975, the Dutch artist Bas Jan Ader set out to

that leave the work behind as ship’s log. To read [sic], or any

cross the Atlantic Ocean alone on a boat just thirteen feet

of the text paintings, is to relive the journey through its log,

long, as diminutive on the swells as the rowboat of Landers’s

to view the performance as if it is live, to bear witness to the

melancholy clown. The voyage was to be part of an artwork

act of creation. And like every log, they bear all the requisite

entitled In Search of the Miraculous. In it, Ader declares that

passages of boredom when traversing the doldrums, madness

the meaning of the artwork lies squarely in its action: the work

when solitude takes hold, and rare epiphany when staring at

is the event, the crossing, and the conceptual undertaking.

the sublime whiteness of the page, like a sailor staring into the

This assertion, treacherous journey as performed artwork,

depthless infinity of the sky.

equates the literal action of solo sailing as metaphor for
creating art, and it constructs a framework where the outcome

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Gilligan

of the artwork is determined as much by the mercurial wills
of weather, chance, and ocean as by the heroic gestures of the

Gilligan: Hiya, Professor. What are you doing?

artist. A point made most chilling in the truth that Ader himself

Professor: I’m making notes for a book. It’s to be a chronicle

was lost at sea during the voyage.

of our adventures on the island. . . . I think it’s a book people

Ader’s voyage is the conceptual framework underlying [sic];

will want to buy, don’t you?

the undertaking, the action, and the performance are at the

Gilligan: Sure, I’ll buy one. I’m dying to find out what happens

core of the work. Like Ader, Landers shares responsibility for

to us.

the outcome of the work with chance. There was no editing,

—Gilligan’s Island

and the plot was determined by the luck (good or bad) of
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the events that befell Landers while he was writing. This

If writing [sic] is to set out on a brave circumnavigation of

methodology is conceptual and performative, and it is present

uncharted choppy waters, then what is it to read it? Really,

in much of Landers’s work from the period. In so many of the

the TV series Gilligan’s Island isn’t far off as a fitting answer.

drawings, paintings, and videos of the early 1990s, Landers

Landers (a quasi Gilligan) sets off on a bold three-hour tour,

set out to cross topographies of bounded blankness: one page,

crashes haplessly on some unexpected island (Mykonos), and

one hundred pages, a piece of cut canvas, a sixty-minute tape—

aggregates mishaps and disappointments while we the readers

I was being shot and ever since, I knew that I was watching
television.”9 It was 1983 when Jean Baudrillard wrote
Simulations, giving language to the undercurrent feeling of
hyperreality in modern life. And by 1993, meta-narratives and
the simulacrum were virtually hardwired into the psyches of
youths. Baudrillard himself wrote that “you are born modern,
you do not become so,”10 suggesting that artists like Landers
and his contemporaries (Bret Easton Ellis, Martin Amis, Paul
Auster), who all wrote metafiction as their first language, were
the first generation of artists born wholly inside the Matrix. As
Landers describes it in [sic]:
Somehow I’ve fatefully become an entity who feels he
doesn’t exist if not documenting the moment, either
by writing, video, drawing or sculpting. I believe this
fear is fed by growing up so tightly married to TV, that
Old Gilligan, 2004
Oil on linen, 27 1/4 x 31 3/4 in. (69.2 x 80.6 cm)

I somehow reason that TV characters only exist when
they’re “on.”. . . As someone who learned morality from
the Brady Bunch and Partridge Family, who only had

wonder, “Are we ever going to get off this island?” Seriously,

thoughts as deep as prime time TV would allow, I myself

though, Gilligan aside, [sic] is not a book without precedent. In

never felt I existed unless I felt I somehow was on TV

its claustrophobic, stream-of-consciousness, unflattering first-

myself. . . . The film crew was always there, and with

person narrative, [sic] recalls parts of Beckett’s Molloy, James

their film rolling I felt secure that I in fact did exist.11

Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Andy Warhol’s A,
and Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions. Indeed, Landers’s

Thus, for Landers, self is made not in the upbringing,

voice echoes the first line of Rousseau’s autobiography:

environment, actions, or soul of man (as in Rousseau, Joyce,

“I have begun on a work which is without precedent, whose

Beckett, or Augustine, respectively), but in his broadcast, in

accomplishment will have no imitator. I propose to set before

his serialization as a character on a sitcom with an audience.

my fellow-mortals a man in all the truth of nature; and this

The self is not real without the film crew, the camera, the

man shall be myself.” This goal, to present the life of one

show, the script, the stage, the viewer—the context. This notion

man, and through him to define the larger nature of selfhood,

of television as the new context for identity is perhaps best

is the purpose of each of these works. Although the books

articulated in George Trow’s 1980 essay “Within the Context

differ in their specific definitions of selfhood, as influenced

of No Context.” In the essay, Trow asserts that television

by the epistemologies of their times, they are similar in their

eradicated a crucial middle distance in American life. TV

portrayals of the immutable qualities of human nature (lust,

pulled the “grid of 200 million,” or national life, further apart

guilt, confusion, melancholy, loneliness, and love). So, too,

from the “grid of intimacy,” or intimate life, leaving loneliness

with [sic], which stands as an unflinching portrait of timeless

and alienation for the individual sitting at home alone

humanity—even though it is told by a narrator who can be

watching Gilligan’s Island. As he writes, “It was sometimes

summed up as a totally 1990s postmodern hero dude.

lonely in the grid of one, alone. People reached out toward
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When Landers specifically broaches selfhood in [sic], it is

their home, which was in television. They looked for help.”12

often in relation to television. In the first invocation of the self,

In this widening divide between the national and personal,

he writes, “I watched a video of myself naked watching TV. As

only characters, celebrities, and products enjoy identity or true

I watched, my image seemed to fluctuate between beauty and

selfhood. Trow adds, “Celebrities have an intimate life and a

horrible ugliness. It’s either true or it’s something my mind

life in the grid of two hundred million. . . . Of all Americans,

does concerning its consideration of the self. Self. What a big

only they are complete.”13 It is no wonder, then, that Landers,

word it is and tacky in the way I’m using it.”8 The notion of

or anyone, aspires to fame. What in Landers’s work was

selfhood as mediated through television was practically innate

mistaken for egomaniacal narcissism is instead a sincere

by the time Landers wrote [sic]. After all, it was 1973 when

attempt toward selfhood. Post-television, to desire fame is to

Andy Warhol said, “Before I was shot, . . . I always suspected

desire a real and meaningful existence between the widening

that I was watching TV instead of living life. . . . Right when

grids. There is no selfhood otherwise. Thus, Landers hopes
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for identity in celebrity and sees himself as a wannabe TV

of itself, of the platonic ideal of “book.” I feel we’re traveling

character. As he writes, “I in fact only exist in my own mind as

deep inside a Russian nesting doll, but Landers explains this

a character in a sitcom. I live my life trying to be cooler than

idea clearly:

Chachi. More drippingly human than James at 16. Sillier than
Gilligan. More environmentally aware than Jacques Cousteau.

Do you understand me now? I mean there is a reason

But all I am is a TV character in search of a show.”

to write this book right? Need I explain it once more?

14

Landers found his sitcom in [sic]. To write [sic] is to cast

Do you get it? Every line asks you if you’re enjoying the

his own Gilligan’s Island. It is a proactive attempt to claim the

book, hopes you are, mourns its failure. Just what real

selfhood that television promises (and arguably a truer self,

books do, I’m just not fucking around you know? I’m

not founded on stock characters or forged backstories). In one

not obscuring myself with a fictional character, or a

clever action, Sean Landers becomes a character, Sean Landers

thinly veiled autobiography. I’ve just related the human

becomes a show, Sean Landers becomes a celebrity, and on

experience naked. You get it right? That’s good isn’t it?

an even deeper level Sean Landers becomes a product. Trow

Are you sorry you bought the book? You can tell me. Oh

writes, “The most successful celebrities are products. Consider

Sean, quit it . . . sorry. . . . But don’t you think I might be

the real role in American life of Coca-Cola. Is any man as well

on to something here?16

loved as this soft drink is?” In publishing [sic], a book that
15

claims to be a veritable stand-in for the real Sean Landers,
Landers effectively packages himself as an attractive product,

instance, in a paragraph where an artist might feel pride at the

complete with naked guy on the cover to rope you in. The

clever turn of prose or nicely painted passage, Landers simply

book is sold and disseminated. Through it, Landers’s identity

writes just that; where an artist might base a character on a

is further branded in product placement. Yet, even beyond the

real-life lover, Landers simply writes her in; or in a section of

book, [sic] has a dual identity as a rarefied art object: [sic] exists

boredom where an artist’s mind might wander to sex, beer,

as the stack of yellow legal pages on which it was written.

childhood, or dry cleaning, Landers simply literalizes the

These pages constitute an artwork that, when exhibited, is

mental wandering: beer, beer, beer, beer, beer. It’s a simple

installed in a massive grid, recalling Vito Acconci, Sophie Calle,

idea, maybe, but I can say that when it hit me in my own

or Gerhard Richter. The enormous scale of the installation

studio, I was utterly humbled. It was an average studio day. I

asserts its concreteness and objecthood. Moreover, this

was painting some such representational work, a landscape,

contextualization within the valuations of art world, monetary

maybe. As the painting progressed, I could hear my own inner

and cultural, declares that the work and Landers are relevant,

voice, prattling on as per usual. I’d been transcribing some of

valuable, immortal, and expensive. To elevate himself to the

Landers’s earliest text paintings that week, and as close to the

level of artwork is to become a kind of überproduct, one that

material as I was at the time, it hit me profoundly: Landers had

only deepens Landers’s claims on a contemporary selfhood:

already made the painting. Not the landscape on which I was

character, celebrity, show, product, and artwork.

working, of course, but the platonic subtextual painting behind

This slippage of identity into artwork is familiar from
the early 1960s works of Piero Manzoni. He transformed

this one and every other. Checkmate.
Fast-forward twenty years. What happens? First, we’re still

himself and his viewers into artworks, creating contexts for

on the island; Gilligan and his buddies never got off. Actually,

these transformations. In the Living Sculptures, he signed

it turns out that Gilligan’s Island is the perfect corollary for

living people, elevating the individual into artwork; in the

[sic]. In Gilligan, we get a glimpse of the long-term dangers of

Magic Bases, he built signed pedestals that viewers could

packaging and characterizing oneself. To write [sic], Landers

step up onto, literally elevating themselves into artworks.

had to invent a novel with artifice and craft. There is inherent

They are slippery works. Does stripping away mediation

inauthenticity in that. When explaining this sort of posing,

remove representation from the work? Do these portraits no

Barthes describes that moment of inauthenticity as “a micro-

longer represent their subjects in that they have become their

version of death.” This was [sic]. That moment: when the

subjects? Or is the other way around? Are the people no longer

character is Sean, isn’t Sean, is posing as Sean, and somewhere

themselves in that they have become their representations,

in that fracas, Sean Landers, the real Sean Landers, must die.

suffering Roland Barthes micro-deaths of subject becoming

Which means that as he becomes the character of his creation,

object? Or both?

Landers risks imprisoning himself in that other “Sean.” Take

This is the delightful, mind-tangling bender of [sic], too.
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Yes. And not just in [sic], but in all the text paintings. For

Bob Denver, the actor who portrayed Gilligan. The show

Landers becomes the character, in so doing the artwork, but on

ended, but Denver had to play the young goofball Gilligan for

an even more meta-textual level, the book becomes a portrait

the rest of his life. His is a fate Landers portrays in the painting

Old Gilligan. Bob Denver is grayed and aging, yet still required
to don the absurd costume of his youth, and behind his eyes
is Landers, ever winking that the tragedy and irony of old
Gilligan might be his own. How many more reviews, articles,
and books will be written on Sean Landers that still portray
him as the young Gilligan of [sic]? How many more times will I
read slacker, loser, egomaniac, narcissist, sexist, banal, pathetic,
sex-addled, “genious”? Come now, slacker? Landers is one of
the most prodigious artists of his generation, and he was then.
Egomaniacal narcissist? Landers’s work speaks more about
his own weakness, fear, and fragility than that of almost any
other artist of his generation. Yet twenty years later, he’s still
getting squeezed into that old Gilligan costume. Truly, [sic] is a

There Was a Time . . . , 2004
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cautionary tale of the damned-if-you-do, damned-if-you-don’t
dilemma that is postmodern living. And no, Gilligan never got

epic battle against blankness, the deluge of language flooding

off the island.

over so many surfaces, over so many years? Trying to answer
that question, it comes to me, slowly, through Landers’s own

This Is the End, Beautiful Friend. This Is the End

hinting, slowly like the tide lapping endlessly as the ocean
approaches the shore—I know this story: the sailor locked in

A word then, (for I will conquer it,)

a monomaniacal battle against whiteness. Even as I write this

The word final, superior to all,

now, bearing witness to his fixation, offering some possible

Subtle, sent up—what is it?—I listen; . . .

justification to his lunacy, and immortalizing his journey in my

Whereto answering, the sea,

own writing, I know this story. I am rewriting Moby Dick.

Delaying not, hurrying not,

Call me Ishmael. For it is all Moby Dick (both the Melville

Whisper’d me through the night, and very plainly before

novel and the Led Zeppelin drum solo): [sic] the work, his life,

day-break,

and this essay. Landers is Ahab. And he hints at this. In [sic],

Lisp’d to me the low and delicious word DEATH;

Landers draws numerous comparisons to Moby Dick. He likens

And again Death—ever Death, Death, Death

the waiting, the doldrums, the moments of prosaic nothingness

— Walt Whitman, “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,”

to the tedium of [sic]. He writes, “You didn’t skip around

in Leaves of Grass

‘Moby Dick’ looking for a whale encounter did you? If you did
the meaning of the book escaped you. It’s not even complex,

Spoiler alert. At the end of [sic], Landers dies. No, not really, he

life is tedium.”17 However, it’s more than tedium, and what

doesn’t, except in that way that all characters die when a book

interests me here is something deeper about the monomaniacal

ends, or in that way people die on TV when we turn it off, or in

destruction of whiteness underlying this entire early period of

that way that we all die sometimes, a little every day as we slide

Landers’s work. He hints at this in an earlier passage of [sic]:

into the grave. Yet something does happen. It stops. The voice

“Can you tell how influenced by ‘Moby Dick’ I am? If you have

just stops, at 454 pages, long before even reaching the goal of

any inclination to think of me as something slightly more than

one thousand pages, at a moment for which, though we may be

stupid, recall the endless tedium of describing knot tying while

fatigued, we are not wholly ready. Gone, the way a lover leaves

waiting for the white whale. What is my white whale? Love?

you as suddenly and inexplicably as they appeared. Vanished,

Fame? Success? Perhaps it’s simply finishing.”18

leaving only silence. Whiteness. Blankness. Did he throw

Thus, finishing, filling the whiteness, conquering the blank

himself over the boat? Did he succeed? Is he Crowhurst? Knox-

page is his white whale, and, I’d argue, for the same reason as

Johnston? Ader? Or some other sailor, as yet considered?

Ahab. In answering the question of why (why the whale, why

I may be the only person who has read or will ever read
every word of every Sean Landers painting, drawing, text

the obsession, why the incessant battle against whiteness), I
would say the same thing that Ishmael does:

piece, and scrawled note (and no, I’m not bragging, or I am).
And I can say, without hesitation, it is a lot of words. Tens of

But not yet have we solved the incantation of this

thousands of pages of writing from a man hell-bent on filling

whiteness, and learned why it appeals with such

emptiness with words, words, words, and more words. The

power to the soul. . . . Is it that by its indefiniteness it

more I read, the more I wonder: why? What madness is this

shadows forth the heartless voids and immensities of
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the universe, and thus stabs us from behind with the

act of perseverance against inevitable fate, in his final words

thought of annihilation, when beholding the white

(“towards thee I roll, thou all-destroying but unconquering

depths of the milky way? Or is it, that as in essence

whale”20), and in his immortality, gained through Ishmael’s

whiteness is not so much a color as the visible absence

telling. (And John Bonham continues to pound the drums

of color; and at the same time the concrete of all

though he is high, fingers bleeding, and duct-taped to his drum

colors; is it for these reasons that there is such a dumb

stool just to stay upright.)

blankness, full of meaning, in a wide landscape of

On the final pages of [sic], Landers, too, is pulled under,

snows—a colorless, all-color of atheism from which

disappearing before a thousand pages elapses. Yet, like Ahab,

we shrink? And when we consider that other theory of

he, too, denies both failure and death in his final utterance:

the natural philosophers, that all other earthly hues—

“That death may in fact not be an end but a salvation so long

every stately or lovely emblazoning—the sweet tinges

as when you die people love you as much as I love you.”21 He

of sunset skies and woods; yea, and the gilded velvets

had been thinking of his deceased sister, of his love for her,

of butterflies, and the butterfly cheeks of young girls;

how she now lives on in that love. In that, Landers realizes

all these are but subtle deceits, not actually inherent in

his own salvation: love. For four hundred pages, Landers

substances, but only laid on from without; so that all

had been rambling on about love, begging for it, needing it,

deified Nature absolutely paints like the harlot, whose

from Michelle and Helena. It’s a love story after all. Yet it

allurements cover nothing but the charnel-house within;

was always the love of the reader that mattered most. Even

and when we proceed further, and consider that the

his last words, “as much as I love you,” refer not just to his

mystical cosmetic which produces every one of her

sister, but to his love of You—the reader. In those final pages,

hues, the great principle of light, for ever remains white

Landers asserts that, like Ishmael to Ahab, all it takes is one

or colorless in itself, and if operating without medium

reader to immortalize him, in heart or in account, and death

upon matter, would touch all objects, even tulips and

is vanquished. Secure in that realization at last, the voice goes

roses, with its own blank tinge—pondering all this, the

quiet, the book ends, and he drifts to the bottom of a depthless

palsied universe lies before us a leper; and like willful

ocean. Am I that reader? Are you?

travelers in Lapland, who refuse to wear colored and

I have no doubt that Landers will remain at sea until his

coloring glasses upon their eyes, so the wretched infidel

death, literal or metaphoric. Just as it was foretold that

gazes himself blind at the monumental white shroud

Odysseus would die at sea, so, too, do I make that prophecy

that wraps all the prospect around him. And of all these

for Sean Landers. Like Ahab, and Donald Crowhurst, and

things the Albino whale was the symbol. Wonder ye

Bas Jan Ader. I can’t say why, but some people just seem to

then at the fiery hunt?

belong on vast and unpredictable waters, where a person is

19

but a single drop in an ocean holding billions. The sailor and
OK, I couldn’t have said that myself, certainly not better,
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circumnavigator Bernard Moitessier said, “You do not ask a

but it is the right answer to the question of why. Landers,

seagull why it needs to disappear from time to time toward the

like Ahab, is battling whiteness in the denial of death, of the

open sea. It goes. That’s all.”22 I think about Moitessier a lot in

unknowable, of nihilism and meaninglessness, and of the very

relation to Sean Landers. In that 1968 yacht race, Moitessier

postmodern dilemma of disintegrating selfhood that seemingly

rounded South America all but assured of victory. Yet, as he

had us all trapped on that island before. I can’t go on. I’ll go on.

edged closer to London, he turned around and abandoned the

In all his work, Landers embodies this position that to go

race, deciding to sail around the world a second time rather

on, to push through, to live, to breathe, to fill the emptiness,

than claim victory. In his mind, returning to London would

and to traverse whiteness is to conquer death. It is the fate

have meant he had left nowhere only to return to nowhere.

of all people to die, to struggle against forces we can neither

Landers, too, has opted time and time again for the path of

comprehend nor overcome; yet, by continuing and by

uncertainty. From the very start of his career to the present day,

immortalizing our passages in logbooks and loved ones, we

he has continually thrown his fate onto the mercurial forces of

cheat death, though we still die. It’s what the painting There

water rather than claiming handy, if hollow, victories. It cannot

Was a Time . . . is about. It’s what Landers’s video Dancing

be overstated how much Landers has staked personally on

with Death is about. It’s what the above-quoted Whitman

his works. In [sic], he risked much in writing the book (family,

poem, “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,” is about. And

reputation, humiliation, love) and paid dearly in some ways.

it’s what Moby Dick is about (both the Melville novel and the

In his first image paintings, he turned his back on an assured

Led Zeppelin drum solo). In the end, though Ahab is pulled

victory in text painting to sail around the world a second time

under by the whale, he still denies the whale victory in the very

instead. Never returning to nowhere. Landers has made a

career of sailing dangerous and uncharted oceans: the Picasso
show, the Hogarth show, the aliens, the chimps, the dancing
naked hippies. Some of these journeys were epic ten-year
voyages of legend, while others ended in tragic shipwrecks,
captain going down with ship. Vincent van Gogh is credited
with saying, “The fishermen know that the sea is dangerous
and the storm terrible, but they have never found these dangers
sufficient reason for remaining ashore.”23 Similarly, I know that
Landers must be aware of the dangers to career and family
that some of his works have posed; yet, like all solo sailors, the
risks never stop him from sailing on. In his work and his career,
there is an uplifting and undying hope that out there on the
open waters, there may still be some essential truth about art,
life, or self worth risking a watery grave over. You cannot really
ask how or why. Some people are just seagulls.
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